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Editions of this work

livres

Twentieth century plays

price glory / Maxwell Anderson and Laurence Stallings. Marco millions / Eugene O'Neill. Street scene / Elmer
Rice. The Green pastures / Marc Connelly. As husbands go / Rachel Crothers. The Live corpse / Leo Tolstoi.
The Coward / Henri-René Lenormand...
Link: catalogue

Documents about this work

Documents about the work Journey's end (1929) / Robert Cedric Sheriff (1896-1975)
See the document about this work

Pages in data.bnf.fr

Related authors

Authors related to Journey's end
This page in data.bnf.fr lab

Journey's end in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb12361012f

Sources

Oxford English lit., 1985 (sous : Sheriff, Robert Cedric)